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.To a/ZZ whom ¿t may concern. 
Beit known that I, ALICE P. BARNEY, a citi 

zen of the United States, residing at Wash 
ington, in the District of Columbia, have in 

5 vented certain’new and useful Improvements 
in Chair-Fastening Devices, of which the fol 

~ lowing is a specification. 
My invention relates to devices for fasten 

ing chairs together in a row,'so that the aline 
ment of the same when the chairs are arranged 
in a desired order cannot be disturbed unless 
the fastenings are removed. Although the 
device maybe applied to any style of chairs, 
it is more particularly designed for the ordi 
nary wooden chairs, such as are usually 
placed in public halls, churches, theaters, and 
such other places as are used for the assem 
blage of people. lHeretofore it has been the 
custom to arrange the chairs in suitable rows 
without providing any means to secure the 
same together except- by permanently fasten 
ing a board to the under side of the seats or 
to the backs thereof. It is the purpose of 
my invention, however, to provide a device 
the length of which will accommodate any 
number of chairs in the row and the fasten 

' ings to be of a detachable character, so that 
the chairsmay be readilyfastened together 
ìwhen first arranged and readily unfastened 
when their removal is desired. By this ar 
rangement the unconscious and thoughtless 
attempts of the occupants or other persons to 
draw the chairs out of alinement or carry the 
same around are prevented, yet should the 
occasion demand it any single chair or group 
of chairs can readily be removed from the 
others. The preferred form of my device con 
sists of metal rods which extend underneath 
the seats of the chairs to any length required. 
These rods may be of any desired length and 
when more than one is required the same are 
fastened together bysuitable couplings. On 
each rod are clamps which are adapted to fas 
ten the front legs of the chairs to the rod. 
The clamps may be adjustable longitudinally 
of the rod to accommodate different sizes of 
chairs and are also of such a nature as to ac 
commodate chair-legs of any shape or contour. 
The rods are provided with suitable end pieces 
to prevent the same from catching on the 
clothing of the occupants. 
Further details of my invention will be de 

scribed. in the following description, taken in 
connection with the accompanying drawings, 
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struction the ordinary round chair-leg may 

Ation after being 

in both of which like reference characters re 
fer to corresponding parts. 
In the drawings, Figure l is a perspective 

View of a row of chairs with the fastening de 
vice in position. Fig. 2 is a plan view of one 
modification of the fastening device made of 6o 
twisted Wire. Fig. 3 is a fragmentary View 
of the modification shown in Fig. 2 having 
the coupling attached. Figs. 4, 5, 6, and 7 
are views of different forms of clamps. 
Referring to Fig. l, A’ A2 A3 represent the 65 

chairs arranged in a row, made up of sections 
containing three chairs in each. B repre 
sents the fastening device, which is made up 
of sections B' B2 B3. These sections are fas 
tened together by the couplings C. D rep- 7o 
resent-s spring-clamps which fasten the legs 
of the chairs to the rod B.V Theends of the 
rod are provided with end pieces E, which 
may be detached from the rod when the de 
vice is removed. It is not necessary that the 75 
rods should be made in sections nor that the 
clamps should be adjustable longitudinal of 
the same, for the entire device, if desired, 
may be made of one piece without any ad 
justable or removable parts to accommodate 8o 
any set arrangement or prevailing design of ’ 
chairs. .Neither is it necessary that the rod 
should be circular in cross-section or made of 
metal, for any suitable material ordesign of 
rod may be utilized, according to taste, econ- 85 
omy, and utility. 
In Fig. 2 the rod B4 is make of twisted wire 

in such a manner that the ends E E’ are formed 
in a loop to protect the clothing from being 
caught or torn in the same manner as the 9o 
balls E E. (Shown in Fig. l.) In this ligure, 
as in Fig. 4, the clamp consists of two spring 
Wire jaws or arms d d, having their outer 
ends contracted and turned away from each 
other, as at CZ’ d', and their middle portions 95 
bent out away fromeach other.l By this con 
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be pressed against the contracted opening 
between the ends d’ d', forcing the jaws apart 
to enable the leg to slip into thev central por- loo 

forced into the clamp. The 
ends d’ d’ will then again contract and hold 
the leg -in position. As'shown in Fig. 3, the , 
jaws or arms of these clamps may be made , "'"‘ 
from the >ends of the twisted Wire in the rod. ,105 
Should the rod be made in sections, the ends 
thereof may be twisted more closely tov form 
a spiral thread e to take into the Htl'fre`a`dL 
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taken in the ends of the coupling or turn 
buckle C. 
By the construction illustrated in Figs. 3 

and 4 I am enabled to form an economical 
5 and ornamental device in which short pieces 

of wire may be utilized to advantage. 
In Figs. 4 and 5, D’ represents an adjust 

able clamp consisting of the sleeve dîslidable 
on the rod B. This sleeve may be fastened 
in any position along the rod by a set-screw 
d3. Any suitable clamp may be fastened to 
the sleeve d2; but in Fig. 4 I have shown a 
clamp consisting of spring jaws or arms d4, 
made of a single metal strap riveted to the 
sleeve 
In Fig. 5, d5 is an ordinary leather strap 

and buckle riveted to the sleeve d2, consti 
tutiug in the meaning of the invention an 
arm and cooperating means. In this latter 
construction the strap being tiexible it can 
encircle and fasten chair-legs of varying di 
ameter and cross-section. By this construc 
tion also I am4 not only enabled to slide the 
clamp along the rod, so that the clamp will 
come adjacent toits corresponding chair-leg, 
but the strap-and-buckle construction will 
enable the clamp to also accommodate differ 
ent styles of chair-legs. 

In Fig. 6 the clamp consists of the collar g, 
to which is fastened the chain-arm h. When 
the chair-leg is in position, any of the links of 
the chain may take over the hook 7c to fasten 
ther leg in position. This construction also 
forms a fastening which will accommodate 
any style of chair- leg and which may be 
readily hooked and unhooked for the pur 
pose of insertion or removal of the leg. 

In Fig. 7 the clamp consists of the collarg, 
having pivoted thereto the jaw or ,arm Z 
»This jaw or arm may be of such a contour as 
to conform to the leg of the chair. Its open 
position is indicated by dot-ted lines, and 
when closed it is fastened to the collar it by 
the leverm, which swings in a vertical plane 
at the end of the jaw. 
„Although I have used various terms 
throughout the specification-such as“ chair 
leg,” “rod,” “clamps,” “end pieces,” tbc. 
for the sake of illustration, I do not wish to 
limit myself by the use of any of these terms, 
for in the construction of my device I may 
substitute any of the well-known equivalents 
thereof, particularly for the clamp, which 
may be replaced by any form of fastening 
performing a like function. Neither do I 
wish to limit myself to the exact location of 
any of the forms of clamps illustrated in the 
drawings, for the same may be interchanged 
on various styles of rods, and, further, may 
be longitudinally adjustable or have a ñxed 
position, and I wish it further understood 
that although couplings are shown in the 
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l groups, yet the couplings may be used in any 
65 desired position on the rod for the purpose of 

making a knockdown device. 
lamwell aware that in the art opera and 

drawings where the chairs are placed in« 
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other chairs are disclosed having means for 
fastening the same together permanently; 
but such devices are, broadly, not part of my 
invention; _but I reserve the right to utilize 
any other modifications not herein illustrated 
or described,provided the same are covered by 
my invention as pointed out in the append 
ed claims. 
What I do claim as my invention, and de 

sire to secure by Letters Patent, is 
1. In a device for fastening chairs together 

in a row, a rod adapted to extend longitudi 
nally of the row, and an arm and coöperat 
ing means for detachably embracing and se 
curing members of chairs thereto, substan 
tially as described. 

2. In a device for fastening chairs together 
in a row, a rod adapted to extend longitudi- 8:, 
nally of the row, and means on the rod for 
directly receiving and detachably embracing 
legs of chairs, substantially as described. 

3. In a device for fastening chairs together 
in a row, a rod adapted to extend longitudi 
nally of the row, and means on the rod for 
detachably fastening members of chairs there~ 
to, said means being adjustable longitudi 
nally of the rod, substantially as described. 

4. In a device for fastening chairs together 
in a row, a rod adapted to'extend longitudi 
nally of the row, and spring-clamps on the 
rod for detachably embracing and fastening 
members of chairs thereto, substantially as 
described. 

5. In a device for fastening chairs together 
in a row, a rod adapted to extend longitudi 
nally of the row, and means on the rod for 
detachably embracing and fastening mem 
bers of chairs thereto, said rod having its 
ends formed of enlarged round pieces adapt 
ed to serve as clothing-guards, substantially 
as described. 

6. In a device for fastening chairs together 
in a row, a rod adapted to extend longitudi 
nally of the row, said rod being made up of 
separate sections, couplings for fastening the 
sections together, and spring-clamps on the 
rod for detachably embracing and securing 
members of chairs thereto, substantially as 
described. 

7. In a device for fastening chairs together 
in a row, a rod adapted to extend longitudi 
nally of the row, said rod being made up of 
separate sections, couplings for fastening the 
sections4 together, and spring-clamps on the 
,rod for detachably embracing and fastening 
members of chairs thereto, said spring-clamps 
being adjustable longitudinally of the rod, 
and said rod having its Yends formed of en 
larged round pieces, substantially as de 
scribed. 
In testimony whereof I have signed my 
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, name to this specification in the presence of 
two subscribing Witnesses. 

ALICE P. BARNEY. 
Witnesses: 

FREDERIC D. MCKENNEY, 
GEORGE E. SULLIVAN. 


